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The Merman
An all new take on the monster genre! What happens when an intruder from the sea stakes claim to your bathtub? A cool yet demure teenage boy named Tatsumi
must learn to live with the self-obsessed and playful merman Wakasa in a small Tokyo apartment. These two dissimilar young men will learn what it takes to deal
with one another in their everyday lives. Of course, impromptu visits by Wakasa’s anthropomorphic ocean friends—an octopus, jelly fish, and hermit crab—do not
make things easier. Welcome to Tatsumi’s bathtub. It’s getting crowded!
A handsome sailor who thinks he's straight. A beautiful merman driven by desire. Fernando knows he's in trouble when his ship runs into a merman colony. Infamous
for luring in ships with their ethereal song, mermen are feared. Fernando tries to escape, but when he lays eyes on gorgeous merman Arian, he wonders: does he
even want to get away? Arian loves men and cannot believe his luck when a ship sails into his archipelago. When his gaze falls on Fernando, Arian wants him and no
one else. But mermen are dark creatures, and it's not a question if things will go wrong-it's when. Escaping the Merman is a 70,000 word gay-for-you romance with a
dark side. It features an intense love story and plenty of steam. This MM paranormal romance can be read as a standalone (HEA guaranteed) and is part of the
Cursed Mermen series. Buy Escaping the Merman to dip into this fantasy romance today!
Gabriel Braven is destined for a great love, but he does not believe it. His parents had a storybook romance ... until a freak ocean storm robbed them of their lives
and left him alone to be raised by his grandmother. With their deaths, Gabriel's adoration for the sea turned to fear, and his belief in happy-ever-afters turned to
dust. Gabriel vowed to never set foot in the ocean again and to never believe in love. Gabriel kept that promise until after his junior year of college, when he and his
best friend Corey return to the ocean-side town where he lost his parents in order to help his grandmother. Gabriel's bitter fear of the water has only grown, along
with his belief that it is his destiny to be forever alone. Corey is determined to prove Gabriel wrong. It is his mission that summer for Gabriel to find love on the
beach ... and maybe do some swimming, too. Gabriel will settle for simply not reliving his parents' deaths every time he hears the rush and shush of the waves. Both
may get their wish as Gabriel discovers the hidden past of the Bravens and the sea sends someone amazing to his aid.
The last thing Tamara expects when she tumbles off the edge of a yacht is to be rescued by a sexy merman named Nestor. Being a sensible type, she chalks up the
encounter as nothing more than a dream until she develops a strange fetish for water and hears Nestor calling for her... Warning: Contains mature language and
sexually explicit. Intended for mature readers over the age of 18.
Adventures in Shadow-Land and the Merman and the Figure-Head
A Mermaid Curse Book
The Merman's Vow
Theodore the Merman
The Merman of My Dreams (mermaid paranormal romance erotica)
Escaping the Merman
Lucius, King of the Mermen, and ruler of the city of Atlantes, shoulders the guilt for his people's curse. After being trapped under the sea for two millennia, the time has come for his people to
possibly surface and breathe air. He's ready to be the first to test the theory, but things do not go as expected when a captivating beauty seemingly falls into his lap-and his ocean. >br> Is
Olivette a present from the gods, or a warning to stay punished beneath the waves where his people belong?
Johannes de Silentio, the pseudonymous author of Fear and Trembling, concludes that faith is “absurd” (irrational), and therefore lies beyond the scope of reason. But if we ascribe authorship
ultimately to Kierkegaard, as is common practice, we must conclude that he himself is an irrationalist. Given the myriad of competing voices throughout Kierkegaard’s writings, this seems highly
questionable at best.If, however, we take the pseudonymous author strictly at his authorial word, it changes the shape and dynamic of the text inviting us to read it, instead, as a “thought
experiment.” In this way, the text demonstrates both the absurdity and sin of reason in its bid to fully grasp the mystery of faith on its own rational terms.
"Your tail isn't real," I said slowly. "It is," he said, splashing the water with it. "Come, look at it." There was no way I was going to jump into the water with him. "No, thanks." I stood up about to
go. Then he grabbed my arm, and I fell into the water. The coldness of the water hit my skin. ♥A new exciting adventure awaits!♥ Kelvin the merman, is obsessed with Livia, an ordinary human
girl. Their romantic journey begins on page one and you will not stop turning the pages to follow their sizzling journey. In A Merman's Vow you will experience a spicy tale you won't forget ♥!
*Explicit scenes not for the faint-hearted
The last of the merfolk scour Earth for a new home to call their own The underwater city of Liri has thrived off the coast of Denmark for generations. But now, as Europe’s medieval age comes to
a close, the efforts of zealous priests and the destructive ringing of church bells are causing the city to crumble. An ageless people who thrived apart from the cruelty of human existence on land,
the merfolk are poetic speakers, loving and loyal, nearly impervious to death but with one great deficiency: They lack souls. Their numbers dwindling, the merpeople scatter. Some abandon their
home for the coast of Dalmatia in the Adriatic Sea, while others—the half-human, half-seaborn children of the great merfolk king Vanimen—decide to scout alien territory on land for adventure,
treasure, and clues to their lost human heritage.
The Merman Transformation
The Forsaken Merman
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A Merman Surfaces in Breadcove Bay
The Merman
A Love Story
An M/M MPreg Shifter Romance
He distrusts humans. She distrusts love. Can they trust destiny? Kai spent years watching humans, never understanding why some merfolk intermingled with them, hiding in their world,
disconnected from the sea. But then he spots his fated mate on the shore with two legs instead of a tail. Emma knows better than to fall in love. However, a persistent, handsome stranger shows up for
her aquarium tour every day and is set on wooing her. There's something mesmerizing about him, and she can't stop wondering...can she give love one last chance? ??? The Merman's Mate is a
steamy romance from Lux Starr. If instalove and fated mates are your jam, then you'll be head over heels for Kai. All Lux Starr books come complete with a guaranteed HEA. Use Amazon's Look
Inside feature to read the first few chapters free!
Sherlock Holmes trusts John Watson with his life. But when a dangerous secret comes to light, can Sherlock still trust his friend? And what is the secret of the Lunar pools and Sherlock's missing
memories? Is this potentially the most unusual case the world's greatest detective has ever faced?
Heartbroken and single, Eva takes a solitary trip to a Mexican resort to recharge her batteries, where somehow her recurring merman sex dreams come to life! When it becomes clear that the
merman wants more than just sex from his human lover, Eva must decide whether she's ready to open her heart again. WARNING: This 6,000 word story contains mature language and explicit
sexuality, including intercourse between a merman and a human. Intended for readers 18 years of age and older.
An exhilarating modern fairy tale about what happens when the tragic and mundane collide with the strange and wonderful. Nella and her brother Robert live a difficult life with their mother and
father in a small town on the west coast of Sweden. Robert is bullied at school, and Nella has to resort to debt and petty crime to pay off his tormentors. When she turns to her friend Tommy for help,
her suspicions are aroused by the mysterious comings and goings of his brothers at their dilapidated boat house. But when she uncovers the reason behind their enigmatic behavior, her life is opened
to the realities of a mindboggling secret. The Merman is a dark and haunting novel about sibling love and betrayal—and about what happens when the mundane collides with the strange and
beautiful.
Merman in My Tub Vol. 8
Lords of the Abyss Book 6
The Merman and The Moon Forgotten
Claimed by the Merman (Paranormal Mermaid Erotica)
Troll
The Pisces

From highly rated author, Kevin McGill: Sometime in the near future, Earth is going to end. What’s fourteen-year-old Nick to do? Escape to a fantastic world teeming with magical creatures of
course. What Nick doesn’t realize is the fantastic can be more perilous than the future. On Earth, Nick Lyons and his friends fear the deadly geneva virus, live under the ever-watchful eye of the
nannydrones, and fight to stay out of the US’s many refugee camps. Nick’s grandfather and his mysterious friend offer an escape to a better world. Surprisingly, this new world is the moon,
and it’s teeming with life-breathing airships, mysterious volcano born nymphs, fire-breathing winged lions, and magic at the tip of your tongue. The catch is Nick must also accept the role of
protector over the merfolk, who are being hunted down by the sinister sheriff and his thousand-eyed monsters. Nick wants to lead his friends to a better life, but he will soon discover the
fantastic can be more perilous than the future. When you buy The Merman and The Moon Forgotten, you’ll experience Nick's boisterous and heart-felt adventure as he seeks to save his friends
and a race of moon-dwelling merfolk. If the kids from Stranger Things’ took a fantastic journey to the moon, you’d get Nikolas and Company. ___________________________________ "Pure
awesome in a cup. With some waffles. Which would make it a waffle load." - Austin 14 "My boys 11 and 14 both really enjoyed the story and only complained that book 2 wasn't out yet so they
couldn't keep reading." - Fred Chambers "As an adult, I love this series, the characters, the plot twists. I haven't enjoyed a fantasy series this much since I read Lord of the Rings and Harry
Potter. I've already added you my list of favorite authors." - Reehya Bagwandin "I have to admit, before I could snuggle up under my blankies with this fantastical book, my son beat me to it. He
read it in a single day and raved." - Elizabeth Mueller Review from my 13-year old daughter: "This was an imaginative, well-written novel similar to the Hitchhiker's Guide books and was a
pleasure to read. The author did a good job and hopefully has more in store." Sara Grace "Nikolas and company is the best book I've ever read. It was full of surprises that kept me on the edge,
it also full of awkward moments that made me laugh." - J-Man "Kevin has created a fun, unique fantasy world full of magic and adventure. The story gets off to a fast start and sucks you in." Micah Lewis "great YA fantasy, funny, a very unique premise, very well written, great descriptions, and a great band of heroes." - Julie Johnson "Once I immersed myself in the stories
characters and settings I couldn't put it down." Pam Torres "It's great for anyone that loves fantasy, science fiction, it's clean with just the slightest hint of boys and girls taking a notice of each
other." Heather
A sexy, sleek-tailed monster. Zantu has evaded the mate-bond for thirty-five years, dodging promiscuous mermaids with vile intents. Unlike mermaids, mermen bond for life, and Zantu refuses
to accept the heartbreak most mermen die of. That is, until the glint of gold catches his eye, and a simple salvage mission turns to passion. Now he’s bonded to a human. A woman looking for a
reason to live. Briana thinks her life is over after the loss of her child. Instead, she falls into the arms of a merman who is anything but cold-blooded. He’s wild, seductive, and sets her blood on
fire every time he touches her, and soon she begins to need him for more than his magic to breathe underwater. He might just give her a new purpose. But as dangers encroach from every
side, Zantu must choose; keep his new mate at his side or keep her safe. Either way, he’s sure he’ll end up with a broken heart. Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, dangerous mermaids,
and sexy merman secrets. Guaranteed HEA with no cliffhangers. Intended for mature audiences.
Theodore feels lonely and completely isolated after his dad moves the family into their late grandfather's cabin at the lake. He's stuck renovating the cabin, and babysitting his little brother,
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Alex, when what he actually wants to do is practice diving to hone his skill. When his little brother donates his birthday wish to Theodore, he decides to wish for the thing that he loves the most
- becoming a merman. Theodore begins to spend more and more time on the lake, where he discovers that a mermaid named Coralia lives in the lake, a mysterious and beautiful creature who
assists him in becoming a merman. However, there is something much more sinister living in the lake, something that could jeopardize everything.
I swam from my future only to find my daddy. Alpha wolf shifter Alton heard the call of the sea from his pack's territory in the mountains. Yet it's only in the wake of his father's death that he
follows destiny's current to the shoreline. While his soul finds peace during the day, listening to the gently lapping waves, at night his dreams are haunted by long suppressed memories.
Through those flashes of moments long forgotten, Alton realizes he's there for more than a new start. It's up to him to right the wrongs of the past... As next in line for the throne, omega
merman Merrik's entire life has been arranged for him. Which means an alpha has been chosen for him. Unfortunately, even the idea of this mating makes Merrik's skin crawl. That leaves him
with only one choice: leave his underwater kingdom and cross his fingers the whole situation blows over. Little does he know, fate has other plans. No sooner do his toes sink into the sand,
than Merrik feels the unmistakable pull of the mate bond. The fact that it's to a human would have been shocking enough, but to a smexy wolf bearing the mark of the forbidden ones is
downright scandalous. His father may never forgive him, yet Merrik can't deny he aches for Alton's touch. Can the love they share rewrite their peoples' sordid history? Or will it come crashing
down like white-capped waves on a rocky shoreline? The Merman Prince's Daddy is the first book in the Mythically Royal series featuring princes who find their happily ever after. The Merman
Prince's Daddy features a merman who'd rather not be prince, a shifter who didn't know mermen were real, an underwater kingdom that rivals Atlantis, adorable babies, and a first-time royal
heat. If you love your omegas mythical, all things mermen, hawt daddies who adore taking care of their omegas, shifters, your mpreg with heart, and true love, this series by the popular coauthor team of Lorelei M. Hart and Colbie Dunbar is for you.
Michel the Merman
Mermaid Mates
Rescued By The Merman
Where the Truth Lies
Brass Diva
Merman Rising
My kiss changed her life forever. I've spent my merman existence knowing that one day the ocean would send me the perfect human to be my mate. What I didn't expect was to lose her at sea. But I couldn't
let the ocean have Ava. My merman soul knew she was my future. So to save her life, I changed her and gave her my merman spark. If only I didn't break merpeople tradition or promise Ava that she could
remain on land. Because she's out of control. Her mermaid nature drags us deeper into the ocean and from the shore we both love. If that happens, I'm not sure we could ever escape the merpeople life. Ava
will lose her family, and I'll lose my future on land. Worst of all, Ava might never love me. If that happens, I'll lose my forever without my spark. Mermaid Mates is a retelling of Ginna Moran's mermaid
romance, Diving Under, from Carter Stevens' perspective. It contains brand new content and can be read apart and without the original.
Life beneath the sea is easy when you understand the rules. Delphin has life all figured out... until he spurns Chrysalis.Seventeen-year-old Delphin must spawn before their next hunt or face the wrath of his
father-the pod's tyrant leader. Delphin's match with Chrysalis ends in disaster. It enrages Chrysalis that Delphin does not succumb to her special charm. She spreads malicious stories. What punishment will
his father inflict when he learns what happened? A trusted friend hints at a solution. Delphin leaps at the chance to redeem himself-until he learns what's involved: fight in a tournament. Fight? Delphin can
barely hold his trident without dropping it! Every year mermen die.Meanwhile, Delphin discovers the evil truth about the Hunts. They hunt humans but Delphin is no killer. In fact, he falls in love with one of
their prey-a human boy whom he rescues. Will Delphin have the courage to reject every rule his father wrote, rise to the surface, and follow his boy into the treacherous world of humans?
Famous fiction writer Clara F. Guernsey's present book 'The Merman and The Figure-Head' is a different kind of a fantasy novel which depicts a beautiful merman instead of a mermaid, unlike the
conventional sea fantasies. It was first published in the year 1874.
A merman's mate-bond is for life... or is it? Rubac's mate is dead, and he's soon to follow. His only hope to escape the curse is to find a human female, seduce her, and sacrifice her. Finding and seducing
one is the easy part, however. Sacrificing her may not be so simple. Another kind of monster... Madison is determined to document an elusive dolphin hybrid and restore her professional reputation. Instead,
she meets a sexy, sleek-tailed beast of another variety who makes her pulse thrum in places it shouldn't. When he pulls himself on board her boat in all his emerald-tailed glory, she jumps at the chance to
film him; discovering a mythical creature will secure her the fame she's always dreamed of. So why is she feeling the need to keep him all to herself? Content warning: Explicit love scenes and steamy
merman secrets. Intended for mature audiences. Meet this sexy merman now! Scroll up and get a copy today!
A Novel
Paranormal Fantasy Monster Shifter Instalove Romance
The Merman King
A Mates for Monsters Novelette
A Steamy Instalove Mermaid Romance
MM Gay For You Romance
Science fiction-roman.
While on vacation in Scotland on her tenth birthday, Zeta meets a wise, kindly old merman who teaches her how to swim, and such fascinating subjects as
astronomy and French.
Inspired by The Little Mermaid, a steamy fairy tale retelling...The Princess of Solwyck slayed a dragon and saved her Kingdom, but at great cost to
herself. When I find her floating adrift in the sea and near death, I risk the wrath of my King to save her. She may not remember me, but I cannot
forget her. I will do anything to have a chance to see her again... even if it involves making a deal with the sea witch.
Is she a present from the gods, or a warning to stay punished beneath the waves where the mermen belong? Welcome to the underwater world of Atlantes! A
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paranormal merman (mermaid) romance series by NYT and USAT Bestselling Author Michelle M. Pillow Lucius, King of the Mermen, and ruler of the city of
Atlantes, shoulders the guilt for his people’s shapeshifter curse. After being trapped under the sea for two millennia unable to breathe surface air,
they might have finally found a cure. Has the time come for his people to swim to the surface and breathe air? The king ready to be the first to test
the new theory, but things do not go as expected when a captivating beauty falls into his lap—and his ocean. Is Olivette a present from the gods, or a
warning to stay punished beneath the waves where his people belong? Lords of the Abyss series: The Mighty Hunter Commanding the Tides Captive of the
Deep Surrender to the Sea Making Waves The Merman King Genres: Paranormal Romance, Merman, Mermaid, Shapeshifter Romance, Shifter, Atlantis, Underwater,
Fantasy, Alpha Male, Romance, paranormal, fated mates, nobility, royalty, action and adventure, romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, Science Fiction &
Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense
Hunting the Merman
The Merman's Quest
The Life and Legends of Ethel Merman
The Mermaid
Pseudonymity, Complicity, and Critique in Fear and Trembling

This internationally acclaimed winner of the Finlandia Award is “a brilliant and dark parable about the fluid boundaries between human and animal” (The Boston Globe).
Angel, a young photographer, comes home from a night of carousing to find a group of drunken teenagers in the courtyard of his apartment building, taunting a
wounded, helpless young troll. He takes it in, not suspecting the dramatic consequences of this decision. What does one do with a troll in the city? As the troll’s
presence influences Angel’s life in ways he could never have predicted, it becomes clear that the creature is the familiar of man’s most forbidden feelings. A novel of
sparkling originality, Troll is a wry, beguiling story of nature and man’s relationship to wild things, and of the dark power of the wildness in ourselves. “[An] imaginative
and engaging novel of urban fantasy . . . The stuff of ancient legend shadows with rather unnerving precision the course of unloosed postmodern desire.” —Chris
Lehmann, The Washington Post Book World
Reproduction of the original: Adventures in Shadow-Land and the Merman and the Figure-Head by Mary D. Nauman, Clara F. Guernsey
Raef, a lonely merman, spends his days watching the dashing Lord Haverford from afar and dreaming of love. When Haverford is robbed by a pirate, Raef vows to
reclaim the stolen goods, hoping his victory will buy him the happiness he yearns for with Haverford. But Jon Kemp does not match what Raef knows about pirates, and
the simple quest Raef anticipated turns out to be an epic journey. For while Jon might be a nobler man than Raef believed, he's still a pirate. Love and loyalty are not
on Jon's agenda, and he certainly has no plans to love someone not entirely human ...
Michel, a little boy from Hamburg, taller and smarter than all the other children, is bitten by a fish and changes into a merman. In the early days of his new life in the
river Elbe, he feels lonely and confused. Bit by bit and with the help of Blanke Hans, the King of the North Sea, he learns to decode the language of the ocean. He
discovers his ability to swim through time and in of those adventures he even meets the great pirate Stortebeker. And then there is the encounter with Freya, the
Mermaid . . . A timeless fairytale of transformation and coming out of age, and an enchanting reminder that you cannot enter the world of love alone. The Irish poet
Terry McDonagh has chosen his adopted Hamburg as the backdrop for the maritime adventures of the little merman which are illustrated in an impressively vivid way
by Marc Barnes from New Zealand.
The Merman's Children
A Little Mermaid Retelling
Middle Grade Fantasy Adventure
The Merman and the Figure-head
Sherlock Holmes and the Merman
The Merman: A Novel
A comprehensive biography of the life and career of American star of stage and film musicals, Ethel Merman, that chronicles her childhood, family, early film appearances, and success in the
entertainment industry.
Party girl Hannah takes the wrong drug and ends up diving off the side of a cruise ship...right into the arms of a lonely, horny merman! She should get back to the ship, but how can she resist
the sexy half-man? Especially when he takes her to an island, intent to keep her all to himself... Warning: This paranormal erotic short story contains explicit sex scenes with a merman.
Intended for readers 18 years and older only.
Kristian A brooding captain seeking revenge. Tarlis A bold merman wrestling with fate. They could be perfect together - if they didn't hate each other. Hate can turn into love but not before it's
too late. Hunting the Merman is a 70,000 word hate-to-love romance about two enemies falling in love. This paranormal romance is a standalone (HEA guaranteed) in the Cursed Mermen series.
Buy Hunting the Merman to dip into this fantasy romance today!
LONGLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE LONGLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION “Bold, virtuosic, addictive, erotic – there is nothing like The Pisces. I
have no idea how Broder does it, but I loved every dark and sublime page of it.” —Stephanie Danler, author of Sweetbitter Lucy has been writing her dissertation on Sappho for nine years when
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she and her boyfriend break up in a dramatic flameout. After she bottoms out in Phoenix, her sister in Los Angeles insists Lucy dog-sit for the summer. Annika's home is a gorgeous glass cube
on Venice Beach, but Lucy can find little relief from her anxiety — not in the Greek chorus of women in her love addiction therapy group, not in her frequent Tinder excursions, not even in
Dominic the foxhound's easy affection. Everything changes when Lucy becomes entranced by an eerily attractive swimmer while sitting alone on the beach rocks one night. But when Lucy
learns the truth about his identity, their relationship, and Lucy’s understanding of what love should look like, take a very unexpected turn. A masterful blend of vivid realism and giddy fantasy,
pairing hilarious frankness with pulse-racing eroticism, THE PISCES is a story about falling in obsessive love with a merman: a figure of Sirenic fantasy whose very existence pushes Lucy to
question everything she thought she knew about love, lust, and meaning in the one life we have.
Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum and the Forsaken Merman
Dry Land and the Merman
A Christmas Story
The Merman's Kiss
The Merman Prince's Daddy
Nikolas and Company Book 1
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